Anti-depressant effects of Baluchi’s formulation on spatial learning and memory
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ABSTRACT

Baluchi’s formulation is an herbal blend including Date, Almond, Cinnamon, and Pumpkinseed, which have the Powerful antioxidant role and stimulate the brain to produce neurotransmitters. Cholinergic system plays an important role in learning and memory. Prescribing Baluchi’s formulation is effective in animal cognitive behavior. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of antidepressant By Baluchi’s formulation compound on decreased memory due to scopolamine in mice by relying on behavioral tests. It has also been observed that anticholinergic medicines such as scopolamine may cause disorder in the consolidation process in the memory of human beings and animals. For this reason, injection of this medicine in laboratory animals is an effective means of generating Alzheimer's disease [1-4]. Despite the superficial advantages of new medicines in comparison with traditional ones, the consumption of chemical medicines is progressively rising. Although chemical medicines are helpful in the treatment of specific diseases, long-term or even occasional use of them can have severe side effects, surpassing the dangers of the disease itself. Accordingly, using chemical medicines...
and/or herbal medicine including powerful antioxidant may somewhat preserve the brain from damages caused by oxidants related to Alzheimer, leading to fewer neuronal deaths [5]. In this study, Baluchi’s formulation is utilized. Baluchi’s formulation is an herbal blend including date (0.3 g), almond (0.3 g), pumpkin seed (0.2 g), cinnamon (0.1 g) and sugarplum (0.1 gr). Date, with the scientific name of phoenix dactylifera also known as palm [6] contains carotenoid, carotene and anthocyanin which are known as precursors of vitamin A and antioxidants that prevent molecular destruction caused by these radicals by inhibiting free radicals and improve memory functioning and learning in the mice model. Date strengthens the nerves and facilitates the transfer of neural messages [7]. Almond with the scientific name of Prunus amygdalus [8] is known to be a rich source of tocopherol and phenolic compounds which have antioxidant roles and prevent diseases caused by the formation of free radicals in the human body [9]. It also contains choline and phenylalanine that stimulate the brain to produce neurotransmitter, dopamine, adrenaline, and noradrenaline [10]. A large amount of selenium can be found in almond. Selenium has recognized roles in the enzyme system of Glutathione peroxidase (GPx). Antioxidant enzymes dependent on selenium decrease damages caused by oxygen reactive derivatives such as hydrogen peroxide [11]. Cinnamon is a substance with the scientific name of cinnamon zeylanicum [12]. Among phenolic and volatile non-phenolic compounds of cinnamon’s crust which have antioxidant properties, cinnamaldehyde, gamma-eugenol can be mentioned [13,14]. Cinnamon alters to sodium-benzoate in the body, and edible consumption of cinnamon increases the level of sodium-benzoate in the brain. Sodium-benzoate reinforces mental and cognitive functions and decreases memorial and learning impairment related to age [15]. Cinnamic aldehyde protects Tau protein by connecting to the remainder of vulnerable cysteine, and also prevents phosphorylation of this protein and formation of mental plaques in those patients who suffer from Alzheimer while decreasing cognitive impairment and slowing down the progress of Alzheimer [16]. Pumpkin seed with the scientific name of Cucurbita [17] is a rich source of essential fatty acids (oleic acid, linoleic acid, choline and...) [18]. It may cause increased mental abilities [17]. Pumpkin seed contains polyphenolic and tocopherol compounds. Tocopherols and polyphenols are among natural antioxidants existing in plants [18]. Since pumpkin seed is a rich source of choline and tryptophan intensity brain's ability and produce neurotransmitters of acetylcholine and serotonin in the brain [17]. Sugarplum is made from a saturated solution of sucrose or sugar in water [9]. In this study, sugarplum is used in Baluchi’s formulation in light of its sweetening and flavoring effects [20]. It was shown that Baluchi’s formulation components can improve cognitive function impairment and cause an increase in the level of acetylcholine in the cortex of the mouse’s brain [21-23]. In other studies, scientists have shown the protective impacts of Baluchi’s formulation components in experimental models of Alzheimer [21-23]. Injection of scopolamine is one of the standard methods of inducing Alzheimer in laboratory animals. Accordingly, the present study is carried out to specifically investigate the protective impacts of Baluchi’s formulation on attenuation of the learning process, a creation of spatial memory, and the stress induced by scopolamine with the aid of behavioral test.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Laboratory animals

Albino mice (male, 4-5 months, 25-30 g) from Center of Maintenance and Reproduction of Animals in Razi University of Pharmacy were used. These animals were housed in four groups of ten under controlled laboratory conditions with a 12-hour light-dark schedule, the temperature of 23±2 °C and ad libitum access to water and food. All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines of Institute animal of Razi University. Adequate measures were taken to minimize pain or discomfort with animal experimental procedures. The utilized medicines in this study were a date, almond, cinnamon, pumpkin seed, sugarplum, and scopolamine.

Drugs

As well as to determine the lethal dose Baluchi’s formulation, three groups, each group of three mics (based on weight, sex, and race as the experimental group) for 30 days at doses of 1, 2 and 4 were treated Baluchi’s formulation. After 30 days of the experiment, no mortality was observed in mice and new mice groups were used for the main test. Animals were divided into four groups for carrying out the experiments: A: positive control (ordinary nourishment, 1 mg/kg scopolamine), B: treated group BF1 (Baluchi’s formulation, 1 g/kg–1 mg/kg scopolamine), C: treated group BF2 (Baluchi’s formulation, 2 g/kg–1 mg/kg scopolamine), D: treated group BF4 (Baluchi’s formulation, 4 g/kg–1 mg/kg scopolamine), E: negative control (ordinary nourishment, 1 mg/kg distilled water). During seven consecutive days, the mice received Baluchi’s formulation (1, 2, 4 g/kg oral) thirty minutes before scopolamine (1mg/kg i.p.). At the same time, spatial memory and depression parameters were measured using MWM and EPM.

Memory test and learning in Morris water maze

MWM (Morris water maze) the method was used to assess the impacts of materials on spatial memory and learning. A circular-shaped steel pool with a diameter of 1.8 m and height of 0.6 m was used as the water maze. In addition, a white platform with a diameter of 10 cm was positioned inside of it. Next, water with a temperature of 22 °C was added such that its height surpassed the platform top as much as 1 cm. Using an adequate amount of paint, the water was turned opaque so as to make the platform almost invisible [24]. The experiments were carried out in an almost dark room. Visible signs were attached to all four sides and the animals could find the location of the hidden platform.
with the help of these signs. Each mouse was randomly released from one of the tank’s quarters and the time for finding the platform was registered by the examiner. Each mouse has experimented for five days and one turn per day (every turn includes 4 experiences) from four quadrants of the tank in a random manner. In every experience, the animal was released in water from one of the four starting points (north, south, east or west) while its face was held toward the cylinder's wall. Each of the four starting points was utilized once for each turn. An experiment would be finished if mice could find the way to the platform or a period of 90 seconds had passed. Then, the mice would be at ease for 30 seconds, after which the next experiment commenced. Those mice who couldn't find the platform location were transported on the platform by the examiner and were allowed to remain there for 30 seconds. The mice were then taken out of the pond after finishing the fourth experiment [25].

**Anxiety test in an elevated plus-maze**

To evaluating the anxiety, EPM (Elevated plus-maze) the test was used. This test is utilized to detect the drug inducing anxiety and anxiety debugging effects. This evaluation is based on Pellow and File models that were designed based on two instincts: rodent's exploratory instinct and avoidance from open and bright areas. The elevated plus maze test apparatus had the shape of plus sign and included two open arms with the dimensions of 25*5*0.5 cm that were perpendicular to another two closed arms with the dimensions of 25*5*16 cm as well as a central platform with the dimensions of 5*5*0.5 cm. Despite the small wall of the open arm (0.5 cm) to reduce the number of falls, the height of closed arms (16 cm) was more significant so as to encompass the arm. By using proper legs, the complete structure of the apparatus was positioned 50 cm above the floor level. Next, the mice were positioned in the central part while faced to an open arm [26]. The proper light was supplied with a 100 W lamp located at an elevation of 120 cm from the maze center. For five minutes when the animal moves in different parts of the maze, four parameters were measured by observation: number of open-arm entries, number of closed-arm entries, time spent in the open arm, and time spent in the closed arm. Open-arm entries or closed-arm entries means all fours legs of the animal are located in the intended arm. The time spent in every arm was also measured based on the same definition. Percentage of open-arm entries (%OAE) and open-arm spent time (%OAT) for every animal is measured by the following method:

\[
\text{%OAE} = 100 \times \frac{\text{number of open-arm entries}}{\text{number of open-arm entries} + \text{number of closed-arm entries}}
\]

\[
\text{%OAT} = 100 \times \frac{\text{time spent in the open arm}}{\text{time spent in the open-arm} + \text{time spent in the closed-arm}}
\]

The meaningful increase of these two parameters are signs of anxiety decrease in this test [27].

In this method, five days were devoted to the handling and preparation of animals. After this period, the first scopolamine (1 mg/kg i.p.) was injected into every mouse, and then they were fed for 25 days (from the 6th day to 30th days) as follows: the control group was fed with ordinary food and the treatment groups (1, 2, 4 g/kg oral) were fed with Baluchi's formulation. At the end of the 30th day, the mentioned tests were performed.

**Statistical data analysis**

The SPSS software and method of unilateral analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used for statistical data analysis. The Tukey test was utilized for evaluation of discrepancy among different groups. Meaningful surface, p≤ 0.05, was considered in all accomplished experiments. Plotting the figures was realized using Microsoft Excel, and averages were shown as a mean ± S.E.M (standard error of the mean).

**RESULTS**

Effect of Baluchi’s formulation in the presence of scopolamine on anxiety behavior of mice (anxiety test in EPM)

Figure 1 (a, b, c) shows the effect of different dosages of Baluchi's formulation versus percentage of open-arm entries, a percentage of spent time in open-arm, and movement activities (mobility) in an elevated plus-maze experiment. In the positive control group, the mobility (Fig. 1.c) and percentage of open-arm spent time (Fig. 1.a), the percentage of open arm entries (Fig. 1.b) decreased significantly, indicating an increase in depression and anxiety in them, but in the treatment groups, especially 4 g/kg, increased the mobility (Fig. 1.c) and percentage of open-arm spent time (Fig. 1.a), indicating a decrease in depression due to the use of the Baluchi's formulation, was observed (p< 0.001).

Based on Fig.1, there was no significant difference between the negative control group and the treatment group BF1, but with treatment groups BF2, BF4 was significant.

Figure 1 shows the effect of different dosages of Baluchi's formulation versus percentage of open-arm entries, the percentage of spent time in open-arm, and movement activities (mobility) in the elevated plus-maze experiment. As it can be observed, every specific dose of treated groups, especially the dose of 4 g/kg, could lead to a meaningful increase in the percentage of open-arm spent time (Fig. 1.a), the percentage of open arm entries (Fig. 1.b), and mobility (Fig. 1.c) (p< 0.001).

**Effect of edible Baluchi’s formulation in the presence of scopolamine on memory and learning of mice (MWM test)**

The results (Figs 2-5) of the parameters of the average of time spent for finding the platform and the distance traveled to reach the hidden platform (for studying the learning process and spatial memory) in the treatment BF1, BF2, and BF4 groups, especially BF4, showed a significant difference compared to the positive control group in the Mauritius water maze (p< 0.001). Comparing experimental groups BF1, BF2, BF4 with control group shows the mean decrease in time spent on finding the platform (Figs. 2-5). Based on Figures (Figs. 2-5), there was no significant difference between the negative control group and the treatment group
BF1, but with treatment groups BF2, BF4 was significant. Comparing experimental groups BF1, BF2, BF4 with control group shows a meaningful decrease in time spent on finding the platform (Figs. 2-5). The results of this section

![Figure 1. EPM test. Effect of Baluchi’s formulation (with doses of 1, 2 and 4 g/kg) versus (a) percentage of open-arm entries, (b) percentage of time spent in the open-arm, and (c) movement activities (mobility) in EPM experiment in comparison with a control group that received normal saline. Each column is indicative of mean ± S.E.M (p< 0.001).](image)

![Figure 2. MWM test. Comparison of the averages of time spent on finding the platform in BF1 with the dose of 1 g/kg with respect to the control group for five consecutive days. The meaningful difference of averages concerning the first day in group BF1 (p< 0.001) is observed.](image)
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Figure 3. MWM test. Comparison of the averages of time spent on finding the platform in group BF2 with the dose of 2 g/kg with respect to the control group for five consecutive days. The meaningful difference of averages concerning the first day in group BF2 (P < 0.001) is observed.

Figure 4. MWM test. Comparison of the averages of time spent on finding the platform in group BF4 with the dose of 4 g/kg with respect to the control group for five consecutive days. The meaningful difference of averages concerning the first day in group BF4 (P < 0.001) is observed.

Figure 5. MWM test. Comparison of the averages of time spent on finding the platform and entry to target quadrant among different groups (P < 0.001). The meaningful difference of averages concerning the control group is observed.

demonstrate that the average of time spent for finding the platform was effectively decreased for all control, experimental BF1, BF2, and BF4 groups with the dose of 1, 2, and 4 g/kg respectively (p< 0.001).

DISCUSSION

This study evaluated the protective effects of Baluchi’s formulation including date (0.3 g), almond (0.3 g), pumpkin seed (0.2 g), cinnamon (0.1 g) and sugarplum (0.1 g) on amnesia induced by scopolamine in EPM test and MWM. The results showed that intraperitoneal injection of scopolamine gives rise to the impairment of spatial learning process. Previous studies declared that intraperitoneal injection of 1mg/kg of scopolamine has brought about the
mean decrease in the amount of acetylcholine in all parts of the brain and has also caused disorder in spatial memory [28,29]. In our experiments, dose prescriptions of 1, 2, and 4 g/kg of Baluchi’s formulation could prevent anxiety, impairment of learning process and memory. It also displayed an effect by the mean decrease in the time spend for reaching hidden platform during training days. Therefore, prescription of different doses of Baluchi’s formulation could improve impairment of spatial memory consolidation in those animals who received scopolamine. Evaluation of animals’ presence in target quadrant showed that learning process and spatial memory of animals in our experiments were independent of possible sensual and emotional impairments due to prescribed medicines. In addition, the effects of different dose prescriptions of Baluchi’s formulation were separately evaluated in order to determine whether this material had an independent effect or interferes with other systems involved in the learning process and spatial memory. The results also showed that there is a meaningful difference between Baluchi’s formulation receiving groups and control group in terms of the time of arrival to the platform as well as the percentage of present time in target quadrant in the stage of probe trial.

Vitamin E was discovered in 1920 and separated from wheat germ and was then called alpha-tocopherol. This fat-soluble vitamin has antioxidant properties [30]. Researches have shown that vitamin E prevents the early death of patients suffering from Alzheimer while maintaining the integration of the nervous system [31]. Most studies show that vitamin E plays some role in the enhancement and improvement of memory and learning skills. Having a special chemical structure, this vitamin could postpone the memory loss by overcoming free radicals [32]. The tests show that vitamin E enhances the immune system which in turn postpones the cognitive disorder and memory loss. Moreover, it decreases hydrogen peroxide production and delays cell death [33]. Tocopherol, polyphenol, and selenium have been investigated as the most abundant and important constituent of Baluchi’s formulation because of its powerful antioxidant activity and particularly protective effects on the nervous system [7]. In different studies, the selenium existing in almond and pumpkin seed has shown to improve mice memory impairment caused by fluoride in MWM [34]. Apart from this, cinnamic aldehyde and Eugenol of cinnamon protect the cells of the hippocampus (an effective part in the learning process and spatial memory) from impairment induced by scopolamine [35]. In addition, evaluation of date’s antioxidant, antistress and neuroprotective effects has proved that its long-term uses solely affected healthy mice’s cognitive function as well as meaningfully improving learning and spatial memory. It also increased the amount of acetylcholine in mice’s cortex [21]. β-Carotene (date contains carotene and anthocyanins) inhibits the formation of Aβ oligomers and fibrils. As a result, it is considered to be a key molecule in the prevention and treatment of Alzheimer [36]. Studies have shown that β-Carotene has anti-oligomerization effects on Aβ [37].

Polyphenols are natural antioxidants that induce their protective effects on Alzheimer through various biologic actions such as reaction with intermediate metals, inactivation of free radicals, inhibition of inflammatory responses, modulation in enzyme activities and affecting intercellular signal paths and gene expression [35-37]. In our study, the use of different doses of Baluchi’s formulation, especially the dose of 4 g/kg, prevents impairment induced by scopolamine. This is attributed to the fact that cholinergic receptor antagonist which seems to be one of its probable mechanisms is affecting acetylcholinesterase enzyme and accordingly increases the amount of acetylcholine in different parts of the brain, including the hippocampus and frontal cortex [38]. The results of our investigations showed that oral prescription of Baluchi’s formulation can prevent spatial memory and learning impairments induced by scopolamine in MWM and also inhibits the increase in anxiety EPM test.

CONCLUSION

According to the obtained results, it is proposed that Baluchi’s formulation can be considered an effective means of prevention and treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer, in light of having great potential in inhibition of neuronal impairment induced by scopolamine.
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